1. Announcements

   n/a

2. Discussion

   ➢ John
   
   o Zebulon → no updates. Still no answers from RIS (Rural Internet Service). Amy spoke to Tom Eisenman and RIS feels their contract is fulfilled. John asked for a copy of the contract. Amy suggested John attend a county commissioner work session to get this resolved.

   ➢ Chad
   
   o As a provider, he wants to utilize what is built and can’t see to get answers from the right people as to whether resources are available. He has customers ready to add internet.

   ➢ Community Outreach
   
   o There was extensive discussion on how we can update the county website with information for the public and suggestions to talk to Flume reports to get word out.

   o Kim is analyzing web page and coming up with a plan for a FAQ page. We will come up with a list of community pages, resources, and internet providers.